Central and Southern Oregon Coast Big Adventure

September 7-13 2020

$995 per student, $500 deposit  11 student max

Come on out and join us for the 6 day Big Adventure along the Central and Southern Oregon Coast. This trip is planned for after Labor Day when the kids are back in school and the coast quiets down a bit. It is also planned at the time of year when the coast switched from on shore flow to an off shore flow offering a better chance for those beautiful sunrises and sunsets.

Here are some highlights:

2 Nights Central Coast: We start in the central coast and hit some amazing locations as seen below:

The Amazing Heceta Head Lighthouse which we will shoot from multiple locations
Sometimes fog can mask the lighthouse, but making an excellent scene with the Light Keepers quarters

And some drama and excitement from Cape Perpetua including Thor's Well:
We will visit Seal Rock State Park for Sunrise.
Then we bump down to the Southern end of our Journey based out of Gold Beach for two nights hitting Cape Sebastian and the Samuel L Boardman State Park:

With incredible Rugged Sea Stack Scenery with a couple of Secret Locations:
Then the Big Finish as we relocate to Bandon Oregon for two nights where we hit two lighthouses and of course the amazing Face Rock Beach with all of its Amazing Sea Stacks!

Spectacular Face Rock:

So many different sea stacks and photo opportunities, this is one of my favorite beaches on the planet!
The unforgettable Wizard's Hat!
This is such an amazing coastal adventure and I hope you will consider joining us!

Cost is only $995 per student with a $500 deposit, 11 student max

To join the Central and Southern Oregon Coast Big Adventure, please contact me at 425-210-2506 or email randall@randalljhodges.com. Once you have signed up you will get a detailed class email that will prepare you for this Big Adventure.

I look forward to working with you on the beautiful Oregon Coast!
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